Our next Meeting will be on February 12th at 10AM
If you have not yet paid your 2022 Dues, please pay them now!
Membership to EAA292 is $35 per year, due January 1st
Online registration is available through www.eaa292.org or mail check to:
EAA Chapter 292, 4803 Airport Rd. Independence, Oregon, 97351

President’s Message
Membership & Dues
I really hate to lead-off my monthly letter to you with this, but our Chapter renewal rate for 2022 has
been much lower than usual. ☹ At the time last week’s meeting, 90+ members had not yet renewed.
We understand that in some cases, you may choose to drop your membership (such as moving away),
but the leadership of the Chapter begins to get concerned when we notice such a significant drop-off!
PLEASE PAY YOUR $35 DUES RIGHT NOW!
I suspect that most of the problems have to do with members
simply “forgetting” to send in their dues. With the pandemic still
continuing and our meeting attendance still reduced due to caution,
it’s likely that this is something that just got looked over. We will
continue to send out reminders to those members who have not
yet paid-up. Remember…we know where you live!
Seriously, if some of you are dropping because
you feel that you’re not getting your $35 worth
of value from your Chapter membership, I’d
really like to hear from you. If we are doing
things wrong, or if there are changes, you’d like
to see made, myself and the Board are all ears!

EAA Homebuilder’s Week – Next Week January 24-28!
EAA is bringing back its Homebuilders Week EAA.org/Homebuildersweek series of online webinars. The
series is scheduled for next week, January 24-28, 2022. “More than 16,000 people participated in this
year’s first Homebuilders Week, far exceeding our expectations and making it an easy decision to bring
the series back in 2022,” said Charlie Becker, EAA’s director of chapters and homebuilt community
manager. “We’ve taken the input received from presenters and participants to improve our goal of
sharing information and knowledge when it comes to constructing a safe and fun aircraft.”
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EAA Homebuilders Week virtual presentations are open, free of charge, to everyone
interested in building an aircraft.
The six daily live presentations will begin at 11:30 a.m. Central Time each day (Monday through Friday)
and continue until 8:15 p.m. It will include everything from getting started successfully to techniques
when building with sheet metal, composites, steel, and wood. New and experienced builders will also
find in-depth talks on panel planning, wiring, engine selection, FAA certification, and flight testing. The
live sessions will also allow plenty of time for attendee questions. Recordings will be archived and
available to EAA members for review after the week’s presentations are completed.
Click here for a schedule of events and presentations Schedule.
Ed – also see the end of the Taledragger for the complete schedule.
This five-day event coincides with the 69th anniversary of the first Experimental Aircraft Association
meeting on January 26, 1953. Homebuilders Week will be a tremendous learning opportunity that
celebrates our legacy of, as EAA founder Paul Poberezny often said, using hand and mind to create
aircraft that allow us to enjoy the personal freedom of flight!

January Meeting - “The Best Laid Plans…”
There is a saying that “The best-laid plans of mice and
men often go awry.” Our January meeting was a great
example of that. We had a presentation planned for
Vincent Dunn to discuss “Hand carving of a wood
propeller” for the morning of January 15th. You can
image my dismay when I received an e-mail from
Vincent on Friday evening that said:
“Sorry guys. I broke my clavicle this morning in 2-3
places. So, I’m not able to drive or move around much
for now. I may need surgery too.”
And he included this photo too!
I “jokingly” thought to my self that he should get some type of award for
the best excuse for getting out of presentation that I’ve ever heard! All
kidding aside, we all wish Vincent a speedy recovery (so that we can get
his presentation rescheduled)!
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However, I need to give a shout-out to Jerry Pryce who worked with Dave Ullman to put together a great
presentation on the Ercouple in a very short period of time! It’s partly because of our members and efforts like
this that make EAA 292 such a great Chapter!
This is just an example of just when you think you have everything undercontrol, reality serves you up a new
problem (Murphy’s Law?). I chuckled when I found this illustration…which spells it out very well.

Fly-In & STOL Expo 2022
Last Fall, there were recommendations made by both the Fly-In and STOL Expo committees to move the
event from the traditional 3rd weekend in August, to the month of June. Taking into consideration
Father’s Day (June 19th), Young Eagles (June 11th), Fourth-of-July holiday weekend, and the
temperamental June weather, the weekend of June 25-26 was selected. We are now 5 months away
from the event. Here’s the status (as I know it) from the Board and from speaking with multiple Chapter
members.
1) After 2 years of leadership, Tim Isaac is stepping down as STOL Expo Chairperson. No one has
stepped up to fill this position.
2) Last year we ran the Fly-In “by-committee” without a Chairperson. We can’t do that again.
3) Although we’ve identified a date, we haven’t fully committed to it and published any
placeholders to prevent conflicting public events. (Cottage Grove has now selected June 25th
for their “Wings-and Wheels” event.
Despite efforts from the Executive Board to “kick-start” this summer’s event, we just can’t seem to get
any action. As a comparison, when we’ve held the event in August, we have historically already identified
our Chairperson(s) and held our initial planning meeting in January/February. So, for a June event, we
are already way behind the ball!

The “upshot” of all this is that we have scheduled a 2022 Fly-In and STOL Expo planning meeting for
Tuesday, February 8th at 7 pm. The goals of that meeting will be to:
1) Confirm whether the event is On or Off.
2) Confirm whether the event will be held in June or August
3) Identify the committee and leadership for both event days (Fly-in and STOL)
4) Discuss the potential framework for the event (food, activities, forums, etc)
Anyone interested in learning about or participating in the event should attend. All are welcome!
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Hangar Rents and Rising Costs
As most of the renters know, our Chapter hasn’t adjusted it’s build-space
fees since we made the new hangar space available in 2017. With the
recent changes of renters in the North hangar and the sudden rising costs
of “everything,” the Board’s hangar committee has been working on
figuring out what our actual expenses are. We are trying to keep three
basic premises in-mind;
1) Some Chapter members need space to build, beyond what’s available in their own garages.
2) Access to economical build space should be a benefit of being a Chapter member.
3) Build space renters should cover the actual costs of their space, and the general Chapter
membership should NOT be subsidizing the costs of the renters.
Obviously, this is a complicated calculation. Our initial numbers shown that the current rental fees are
considerably low compared to our expenses. We expect the hangar committee to complete their study
and come back with some recommendations by next month. We’ll let everyone know what the new
numbers look like, but please be prepared for an increase in the rental space!

Blue Skies,
Mike Kelley
President (until December!)

Meeting Minutes
Board Meeting 1/15/22
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Jerry opened the meeting @ 8:05
In attendance, Jerry Pryce, Rich Hill, John Roberts, Chuck West, Deb Origer, Al Cleveland, Kristin Taylor,
Henry Bartle, Dave Ullman, Denny Fuhrman, Rich Harrison
Jerry announced that we our speaker wound up getting injured and going to the hospital. Jerry and Dave
Ullman came up with Plan B.
Jerry asked for members input for the meeting
Dave talked about Teen Aviation weekend, now moved to April 23-24th.
Jerry talked about future meetings.
Jerry paid the dues for all the student members (again!).
Sec and Treasury reports.
o As of this morning 99 folks that had paid in 2021 have not yet renewed. I will be sending out
notices to those that have not paid their dues.
Youth - Young Eagle in June, RV12 progressing.
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o Ray report - Deb reports that we missed a deadline for getting a kid to the Youth Academy.
o Deb is working on the application for the next Ray Scholarship.
Facilities - Henry talked about hangar space rents. Henry discussed the costs of the facility looks to work
out around to about .24 per square feet.
o Discussion will be continued after we look over the building expenses.
o Henry made a motion that we raise rents to .30 per sq ft for 6the months and the hangar
committee will evaluate the actual costs and come up with a recommendation of a future rent.
o Deb seconded.
o It was decided to table the motion until next board meeting and the Committee comes back with
a proposal to vote on by the board. A 30 notice will be given to tenets prior to any rate increase.
o The committee will meet in the next 10 days.
Jerry discussed the simulators; we had planned to upgrade the existing simulator. Chuck talked about our
Elite simulator.
o Chuck has found a Red Bird FMX full motion sim that can be purchased for $15000 + about $2,000
in shipping costs. We have about $11K in the Sim Fund currently.
o Chuck volunteered that he’s willing to “front” (loan) the difference in money and the Chapter
could repay him from proceeds of the use of the simulator.
o Chuck stated that if the simulator electronics (PC) were not up to current standards, He would
personally fund any updates required.
o Dave motioned that approve the purchase and ask the members to approve an additional $6K to
support the purchase. John seconded.
o Approved. Due to the amount, this will need to be voted on by the entire membership.
Mike Short has found a CFII to help, but is still looking for someone to take the VMC.
Lancair build – Henry reports 7 to 10 people have been showing up every Wednesday night. Progress has
been good.
Leadership workshop. Currently on hold.
June Fly-in - Tim Isaac has decided not to lead the STOL this year. And we still do not have a person to
manage the fly-in.
o We have talked about holding the fly-in on June 25th 26th, but need to confirm.
2022 Oshkosh- who is going?
Chuck mentioned that the Ray Scholarship might contribute to the Simulator.
Jerry ended the meeting at 9:40.
General Meeting 1/15/22
Vice President Jerry Pryce opened the meeting at 10:05.
Jerry asked visitors to introduce themselves, we had 3.
o New Member Scott Sword – Has a Kitfox flying and an Afforaplane coming together.
Sec and treasure reports
Facilities - Jerry talked about the Board discussion on rental space in the hangar. More information will be
released once the committee report is complete.
o If a tool gets damaged or issues are noticed, please report them. There are clip boards to report
issues.
Youth - Dave announced the Teen Aviation weekend has been moved to April. Young Eagles in June.
o Jerry talked about the RV-12 project, we had been waiting on the engine kit. This has been
received and work is progressing.
o The 701 in now in St. Charles MO.
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o Deb talked about the Ray Scholarship.
Jerry discussed the Fly-In. We need a leader.
Jerry talked about the VMC / IMC meetings. May be going back to virtual meeting.
Thanks to all the members that turned out to help clean out Frank Koch’s hangar, we had some 24
members turn out to help.
Jerry and Chuck talked about a Redbird FMX flight sim. Discussed the possibility of purchasing the system.
o Dave made a motion that the chapter put up a $4k addition to the Sim fund to purchase the sim.
A show of hands at the meeting showed most all approved. This will go to a membership vote.
Jerry talked about the VMC/IMC club. Looking to move back to Virtual.
Looking at an April date for the Leadership training.
Builder Reports
o Bill McCoy talked about the challenges changing brake discs on his Comanche.
o Jake Shultz talked about his new-to-him Swift.
o Mr. Gizmo showed a Harbor Freight magnet to hold tools.
o Henry talked about the progress on the Chapter Lancair, we are getting close to the end of the
build
Jerry asked how many were going to OSH, about 10 responded.
Break.
Jerry then presented a program on the history of the Ercoupe. With the number of these based at
Independence we had a lively discussion on the type.
We had about 35 members and visitors in attendance.

EAA Chapter 292 Board Members
•
•
•
•

President –
Vice PresidentSecretary Treasurer -

Mike Kelley
Jerry Pryce
Rich Harrison
John Roberts

Members of the board can be contacted through the Chapter email at eaa292@gmail.com

Youth
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Teen Aviation Weekend
The Teen Aviation Weekend has been rescheduled for April 23-24. WE already have 20 teens
registered for the event. There will be an organizational meeting at the clubhouse at 7:00 on
Tuesday Jan 25th. All are welcome.
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Meet our Ray Scholars
Zach Lopez is excited and looking
forward to learning to fly a powered
aircraft. This is what he told me. He
highlighted the difference between a
glider and a powered aircraft is the
engine. Things will be simpler, that is, one
does not need a ground crew, an
instructor, and a pilot and tow plane. He
likes the idea of being able to launch
himself.
Learning to fly a Cessna 150, there is only an instructor and
student, which makes scheduling time more flexible. Thoughts of getting
back into flying is exciting, especially to fly a distance, instead of staying
around a point and flying in circles. Now I can go in a straight line and get
somewhere. Zach is hoping once he has his private certificate he can fly to Fresno, California to visit his
dad versus driving which takes seventeen hours.
It will be easiest to learn the things I already know, such as, air space, maps, and general aero
dynamics. I know how a four stroke engine works. I am aware that an airplane engine is not as simple,
because of using a throttle and understanding about fuel mixture.
If he had the opportunity to talk with the Ray Scholarship Foundation Team at EAA, what would he
say to them: “To put it concisely, Thank you!” He realizes that the scholarship has given him the amazing
opportunity to do something that he would have never been able to do himself or given thought about
doing it. “Getting the scholarship has kind of given my life a new direction…a push. I think I will go far. It
takes a lot of work. Definitely worth it!”
Kristin Taylor is excited about learning to fly an
airplane! What is most exciting is being able one day to take
her mom places, such as, The Pie Factory, where she will land
in a grassy field. She compares flying a glider as being stuck in
a small portion of the valley whereas in an airplane she can go
anywhere even to California for the weekend. She is excited
for the freedom.
Performing maneuvers is easy because she knows
how it feels to do steep turns in the glider. Therefore,
performing maneuvers in an airplane is just adjusting the
throttle by pushing or pulling as needed.
Kristin’s anticipates learning to fly the pattern and navigation to be difficult. The perspective of the
airport pattern is different in an airplane than in a glider because of the altitude requirements downwind
and the descent on final. In a glider she has the right of way, so the focus is controlling the descent and
landing. There are a lot more things to think about when flying an airplane in the pattern i.e., awareness
of other planes in the pattern and using the radio. In approximately one hour lesson, she performed 15
take offs and landings with significant crosswinds. Also, there are challenges in learning to navigate when
flying and in plotting a course on a sectional using an E6B, although her attitude is positive. She knows it
takes practice!
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Kristin had an opportunity to visit with some of the Ray Scholarship Foundation team
members at Oshkosh last summer. Her impression is they were delighted to have the opportunity to meet
one of their scholars. She enjoyed sharing her thoughts and suggestions with them.

CH701 – An Odyssey of Problem Solving
Bill McLagan
Some time ago I was talking with Deb Origer, and looking at my
Mermaid I said:
“Do you know what that is? It is a thousand solved problems. I
enjoy solving problems, but that is 10 times more than I
wanted!”
So, with that in mind, I would like to share a list of problems encountered (and mostly overcome) in the
last year while completing the Youth Build CH701.

Of course, getting
from here to ready
for first flight is an
odyssey of its own
involving wings off,
moving to storage,
repairing a door,
9
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installing and painting the cowl (thanks Henry and crew!),
intake plenum repair and re-engineering, wings on,
balance weight in tail, weighing multiple times, and getting
the airworthiness certificate. All to get us to the first flight!
Which was exciting in its own right, as most of you have
heard, due to
significant
Pilot Induced
Oscillation
(PIO) on the
first takeoff.

After that the list begins:
The tablet used as the primary
engine display would not keep a
charge. Ended up installing a
RS232 to blue tooth adapter to
communicate to the Engine
Control Unit (ECU). Lots of
monkey motion and chasing of tail
here.

Then the starter failed.

Not only did the solenoid need to be replaced,
but a significant rewiring of the start control
and ECU circuits was required to prevent it
from happening again.
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A significant gas leak on the left wing
required cutting out a portion of the the wing
skin, removing the tank, fixing the leak,
fabricating a new wing skin to cover the tank,
and reassembling it all.

After that, the flight testing progressed smoothly until 20 hours when the oil was changed as well as the
coolant (to use a better heat rejection mix). Unfortunately, the air in the coolant system was not fully
removed, and the first flight resulted a way overheated engine and an emergency return to field and
landing. Opinions varied as to what should be done, but in the end, after multiple compression tests and
a bore scope examination, I decided to try to recover it as is.
But first, a new coolant plumbing system was installed that fixed the air trap issue. And new fuel rail
brackets were designed and built to replace
broken ones.

The next few hours were a bit rocky. A
few hours in, on a long climbout, it
suddenly acted as if one cylinder had quit
and a hasty return was executed. Further
borescope examination, compression test,
and plug change revealed nothing, and it
seemed to run OK so we continued.
High frequency vibration in the instrument panel caused anything possible to come loose. Instrument
mounting screws had to be secured with locktite. The airspeed indicator was replaced with an electronic
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one because the mechanical needle vibrated to the point where it could not be read. The compass had
to be re-secured and the screws locktited. Circuit breaker nuts had to be locktited.
The ADS B system did not work correctly, until Joe Dubner and Denny Fuhrman helped me get the
correct ID entered and revealed the secret code to adjust the transcoder (for you uAvionics fans).
In the end, we completed the 40 hours, and the first passenger was the new owner.
However, we were missing 200 rpm
on takeoff and climb. Ernie Moreno
was assigned to check it out, and after
reviewing the bore scope photos and
compression information he said “Off
with its head!” (or the equivalent). On
removing the valve cover, we
discovered that a cam follower on one
intake valve had broken – which
explained the loss of 200 full power
RPM (it is a four valve per cylinder
engine):
We honed the cylinders and installed
new rings. But when we go to the head, it was discovered there was
up to ¼” play in the intake valve guides.
This provoked a discussion of the viability of the whole project, and
solutions ranged from replacing the engine with a Rotax 912 to just fixing what we had. In the end, it
was decided to install a brand-new long block from Aeromomentum, who gave us a good price. So,
while a good portion of the chapter membership were enjoying Oshkosh, I was transitioning parts from
the old engine to the new long block:
Near the end of the week (Oshkosh week!) it
was ready to run. But run it would not.
Verified spark, verified fuel, but still no joy.
After much head scratching and consultation
with Aeromomentum it was decided to check
timing. Off the engine came from the airframe
(timing cover cannot be accessed without
removing the engine) and at first glance it
seemed OK.
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There was one other possibility. Notice the “E” on the cam
pulley arm. It should match the key slot under the cam
nut and washer:
Bingo! Moving the pin to the “E” slot (and reassembling)
resulted in the fire and noise we all love.
So we started over on engine break-in. After 5 hours of
reversion to Phase 1, I started taking passengers – as many
as I could find who had worked on the plane.

Cooling still seemed to be marginal, so a lower cowl panel was created to seal
around the nose strut. A small cowl flap was also added.
Cooling was improved significantly.
Finally, in the first week of September the sale was consummated, and my job
became to assist the new owner (John Gilman), who besides being new to
aircraft ownership was just starting his flight training.
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We progressed through the 20-hour break-in period (4 oil changes).
I was asked to help transition two local flight instructors into the airplane. On the second flight with one
of them (who shall remain unnamed!), we (because I was managing the throttle and brakes) bounced,
then slapped down hard, taking out the prop and nose wheel axle.

John, being a resourceful person, had a new prop here within a week, although a 72” diameter rather
than a 68” diameter. We designed and built a 2-inch spacer for the nose wheel, straightened the fork,
and installed a new axle.
In the end, John was able to
solo his own airplane, and get
an hour or so experience in it
before disassembling it and
trailering it away to Missouri.

But wait, there is more!
On John’s first solo landing he just touched the tips
of the prop. So, we took off ½” from each tip as
there was no further structural damage to the prop
as had been the case on the first one.
We noticed that the compass would only point
North (it had been fine earlier). We scrounged up a
new compass and installed it. Same result. We concluded that the steel frame parts had somehow
become magnetized. So, we demagnetized the tubes and successfully swung the compass.
On the next to the last day, as we were disassembling it for trailering, I noticed that the whole rear
bulkhead of the muffler had broken free, leaving it in two parts. Dave Smith did his magic the next day,
and it was done.
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And I am done. Too many problems to solve. It will take a while to recover. But it is a delightful airplane
to fly! And I am happy for the contribution it made to the lives of all the young people who worked on it.
Bill McLagan

Bulldog Update
Ed Storo keeps getting closer to the Big Day. He just got through upgrading the brakes on the Bulldog
and has been doing more taxi tests. New video is up on the EAA 292 YouTube channel.

Scott Sword – Affordaplane and Kitfox
I am a retired contract logger living near Silver
Falls State Park. Learned to fly over 3 decades
ago soloing in a Cessna 140 out of Vernonia.
I began the Affordaplane project while
sheltered in during the Covid lockdowns and
nearly have it complete.
I is covered with PolyFiber (my first time
covering a plane), it’s powered by a Hirth F-23
with a KievProp propeller, is fitted with Black
Max Brakes, and a Grand Rapids EIS.
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My Kitfox is a Series 5 with a 912ULS (100hp) with a
TruTrac /Garmin panel and two axis autopilot. It is nearly
new with 121 tt.
Ed -Scott is a new member to 292. Keep cranking them out Scott!

Vincent Dunn sent in these construction photos from his Pietenpol project.
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Water Buffalo on the Runway – No Really!
Gary Brown
We have always heard the "mantra” that "you can always go
around". During flight training and flight reviews, I always try to
instill in pilots’ awareness that sometimes it is better to abort the
takeoff than continue, and sometimes better to abort the landing as
well.
During the landings, I often use the phrase, "Water Buffalo on the
runway, go around, go around!!!" The pilot I was training one day
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sent me an article about India based “SpiceJet" airlines hitting a water
buffalo on the runway. Major damage to the aircraft, let alone to the
water buffalo! (See the photo).
The take away from this accident should be that prior to the take off,
and prior to the landing, a pilot must make a decision for their flying
that aircraft, on that day, on that runway, in that weather, where they
can abort the take off, and consider and be prepared for a rejected
landing!
Ed – Well after this, let’s not start using the phrase “Elephants on the
Runway” for everyone’s sake!

EAA Homebuilders Week
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Join us on January 24-28, 2022, during the second-annual EAA Homebuilders Week online event. Experts
from every corner of the homebuilt aircraft community will bring their knowledge and information to
builders everywhere through free and interactive webinars. Topics covered include workshops on sheet
metal, welding, and wood; aircraft designs from a variety of industry leaders; part selection when
building; buying secondhand; and more.
This five-day event coincides with the 69th anniversary of the first Experimental Aircraft Association
meeting on January 26, 1953. Homebuilders Week will be a tremendous learning opportunity that
celebrates our legacy of, as EAA founder Paul Poberezny often said, using hand and mind to create
aircraft that allow us to enjoy the personal freedom of flight!
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